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Parties enter election
Newly-formed slate used to gain political ground
By Gloria Magana
Spartan Daily Staff Water
Seventeen Associated Students
candidates will he running under the
SJSU Party, a newly formed party
affiliation, ticket for the upcoming
AS. Elections.
’fhe SJSU Party, not promoted or
endorsed by the university, has three

-Jeffrey and I got
candidates running
for executive pos[ Summary o f measures, together. and after
’ions. 13 running toi
talking. agreed on a
see pa ge 10
lot of the same issues.
legislative pom
And one his academic senator.
I his is when we came up with the
Flu. Party was formed by two can- idea of forming a party," Raytis said.
didates in this year’s election, Daniel
Although the SJSU Party does not
Raytis (vice presidential candidate) have a mission statement, according
and Jeffrey Batuhan (presidential can- to Rayt is. the Party has agreed to the
following issues:
didate)

to maintain a scholarship endowment fund.
in support of finishing the childcare center on South Eighth Street
and the construction for an additional floor where all student organizations ran be housed.
look into a program to lower
book and food pines in the Strident
See Party, page 5

Students to start
scholarship fund
By Laura Venni
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Enough signatures were collected for a petition calling for an
Automatic Funding Initiative asking that a minimum of 10 percent
of the existing Associated Students
Activity Fee be dedicated each fiscal
year to the A.S. Scholarship
Endowment Fund.

The petition, which required a
minimum of 190 signatures, also
asks for a "minimum of 10 percent
of the A.S. Activity Fee to be dedicated each fiscal year to student
organization activities and support
services in order to maintain their
current level of funding."
"(The A.S.) see the financial aid
system as not effective," said Dave

See Petition, page 5

Cal State Affiars

Contested
position
may get cut
tion, which may be eliminated if voters pass a measure in the name election, liorrigan said she will take it
Meghan Harrigan said she wants upon herself to attend legislative
to get more involved in school affairs. meetings and inbirm students bout
By running for the director of what bills might Ise passed that could
’alihirnia state affairs position in the
affect the lives of stuAssoc tired Students
dents.
election Wednesday
’I’ll protect the
a
and l’hursday, she is
lights of students in
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eel ii
Wel
if I’m
"As a political set
elected I’ll also try
I’ve
ence
major
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how 111-11/111
ex.’i tiv what they’re
lant
it is to get
voting for. People
involved in summitdon’t vote and that’s
nity polities, that’s
log problem,"
why I want to be in
Ilortigan said.
Horrigan,
Meghan
A.S.," llorrigan said.
Rafael
Chavez
A.S. California state
"Maybe if I’m out
hopes to make the
affairs candidate lives of transkr stuthere trying to learn
more about legislation
dents easier.
students,
if feet ing
If elected as the
111011: peOille on campus might want
state affairs,
dire, toi if (
to get involvid."
Chave, said he II wok on imple11,1’11pin. a member of Kappa menting, SlAIC legislation that could
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01
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/A/001 111.110r
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1111111V
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Universit 5 SVSICIII.
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Ile said he hopes the matching cif
If Innen Its’ vtutc-tt for the post
See Cal State, page3
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Eleventh grader Arlali Tuliapurkar from Pine Wood High School in Los
Alto’ !tills, gets to experience the feeling of being handcuffed in the San

Local police try to
’sober up’ students
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
About 45 ’SAIIIA ClArA (:otility high
St hotil ourtlal slit SlIlliellIS from 58 Flay
Area high schools Were halldtslited on
Monday and taken to the MAUI jail in
Sao lose
’5 nil 111.11’s f101 all. They SAW WhAl
jail looked, felt and smelled like.
They were part of ISO students who
experienced DUI, or driving tinder the
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See Graduation, page 3

San Jose Police officers tour high school students through the Main Jail Monday
as part of the Sober Graduation activities. The students are escorted through the
maximum security floor "4C."
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Sherida Lovelace, a senior at San Jose State University, competed in
the Miss Black USA pageant in Washington, D.C. this past February.

Project Crackdown
kicks off at SJSU
By Andrew W. DaviA
Spartan Dinh Staff Water
Project Crackdown intends to
clean up the neighborhood south of
campus, and ifs going to use the Nan
Polo( e
University
and
Jose
Departments to do it.
"When lPrttleetl ( :rackdown
comes in, the gloves come oft,"
Projec t(rat kdown spokesman Tom
Sag,gaii said "The city has given is
the resources and gotten rid of the red
tape They want it d011e floINV so we
don’t have. time to mess around."
What the city hopes to do with
this project is to recline the crime in
an area by clearing out the c ornmals,

andItt 1ttlttl lic
s Si It
image by cleaning tip its buildings,
yards and streets
Morris I )ailes Auditorium will be
the site of the kit koff meeting for the
pron.( t, which
will be held
Wednesday Al 7 p.m. Many of the
Milt talc involved in the project will be
on hand to address citizens’ concerns
and to learn from residents what sub
leers are MIMI important to them.
"The Project has been given a
liii,, in of cops money and sniff to
tubat the problems," Saggaii said.
"But we need the «immunity to tell
its what they need, and what their set

See Crackdown, page
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Tomorrow
Olivier Saint-Jean
is expected to
announce his
eligibility for the
June NBA draft

Lovelace wants
to be ’role model’
By Genoa Barrow
Spartan Daily Staff Water
While celebrities like Charles
Barkley and Kean(’ Reeves are trying to distance themselves from the
term "role model," San Jose State
Sherida
student
University
lovelace embraces it.
"It makes me proud and it’s
boosted my self-esteem to know
that I’ve made A contribution to
the future," the cominal justice
major said.
In February, Lovelace competed in the national 1997 Miss Black

USA pageant held in Washington,
Competing against women
from across the country, she finished in fifth place, just outside of
runner-up contention. Although
she didn’t win the title, Lovelace
doesn’t consider the experience a
disappointment.
The 25 -year -old is using her
pageant success And CX1)10stIrC 10
Address ISSLIC% thin are of COrllefll
spec fit ally working with
to her
young people. As Miss Black
California USA, Lovelace made
personal appearances at local high

See Miss Black USA, page7
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Saint-Jean: The NBA can’t compete with Spartan tradition
Obviously, Olivier has not considered
some very important aspects of this monumental decision.
When he drives up to his home stadium,
let’s say Toronto or Vancouver, in his Cavernous Mercedes and steps into the frozen
snow of the Canadian December, who will
pine away about balmy California winters?
Big 0, that’s who.
Saint-Jean left the University of Michigan
after his freshman year to be the star of his
team. Even if he is drafted by the worst team
in the league, let’s say the Warriors, he will
still be little more than a role player for a few
years.

SPA,’ basketball player Olivier Saint-Jean
is expected to announce his early entry
into
the
National
Basketball
Association draft today in the Simpkins
Stadium Center.
We, as students of this metropolitan university, know he will be making a grave error
when he chooses the ridiculous dollars and
incomparable stardom over his senior season
at San Jose State University.
Let’s weigh the options for the best basketball player to wear the powder-blue and
sunshine-yellow jersey in the history of the
Spartans’ program.

his team will play 82 games and possibly
appear in the playoffs. At SJSU, he will only
play 25 games and will not be forced to
destroy his body in any turbulent postseason
contests.
Saint-Jean will grow very weary of the
candy-cutter arenas and sanitary hotel rooms
when he travels around the nation with his
team.
Here he will be constantly refreshed and
invigorated each time he strolls through the
giant archways that will soon mark each
entryway to our fine university.
Will he be able to vote in the upcoming
A.S. elections? No.

Editorial
)n the other hand, SJ SU

center GfACIIIC

Olivier will
have the opportunity to dominate for another year.
Besides, in the NBA he will be guarding
the Michael Jorcians and the Grant Hills of

Anstey is not Patrick Ewing, so
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Rodman brings humor,
entertainment to NBA

out of town.

"You belong among the wildflowers.
You belong somewhere dose to me. Far
away from your trouble and worry. You
belong somewhere you feel free." Tom
Petty

have

full medical coverage and secure employment fin Clinton
to have the time to comment on A basketball player tap
ping .1 cameraman in the groin.
I hope Rodman saved one last tap hit Climon’s pres
idemial Jewels for opening up his non inhaling mouth
about something with which he should run be bothered.
Rodman shouldn’t have to
I

take ronduct advice I

Bill

Initial.
Dennis Rodman is an entertainer as much as he is a

basketball player.

lie’s a brilliant self -promoter.

my

I

1’,I

country, family and friends." The garden is located off Highway 101 in San
Jose, at 1390 Sewer Road. Admission is
free. Open daily from 10 a.m, to dusk.
Li/tiff II
*Villa
Montalvo
Arboretum,
Saratoga
Originally the summer home of U.S.
Senator and Sari Francisco Mayor James
Phelan in 1912, Villa Montalvo is 110W a
multi-purpose art and social garden. Art
shows and auctions, musical concerts
and weddings occur at this estate.
Monulvo is also an Audubon Society
Bird Sanctuary. There are numerous
hiking trails at this garden. Located at
15400 Montalvo Road, Admission to view the gardens
and trails arc free. Villa Montalvo is open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.; weekends and holidays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Rodin Sculpture Garden, Palo Alto (on the Stanford
University Campus)
View flowers of a different nature, specifically a collection of Auguste Rodin’s sculpture. Sit and contemplate the "Gates of Hell" as Rodin crafted them,
Or sir and emulate "the thinker," a statue of a man
pondering unknown thoughts. It is not a formal garden,
but the sculpture collection is located outdoors, and
there is no charge. Located on the corner of Lameida
and Rorhway on the Stanford Campus. This outside
sculpture garden is open during die day and night.
Fioli, Woodside
Fans from the ultimate, greedy ’80s TV show
"Dynasty" will recognize this estate, from the opening
camera shot at the beginning of each show. The large,
expansive gardens are at their peak in April and May. A
niMt See is the Chartres Cathedral Garden which is a
teplica of the stained glass window.
There is an admission fee: $10 for adults, SI for children aged 1 to 12. Take Highway 280 to Edgewood
Road, then west on Canada Road. Finli is on Canada
Road. Noll is open designated days from 10 a.m. to 2

Spring has begun to bring her gifts to
our door. If we aren’t too busy sweeping all the mental dust outside those
doors in our frantic spring cleaning modes,
we might notice those presents.
Busy with the studying of mid-terms,
essays and academic priority processes, it
may be hard for San Jose State University
students and faculty to take a moment to
stop and smell the roses, so to speak.
Stop what you are doing right now. Try to remember
the last time you sat down in a natural setting and paused
to reflect on your crazy, insane life.
If you are hung up trying to envision a beautiful, natural setting, allow me to lists few gardens that aren’t very
far from here. These gardens can become a treasured part
of your life just as a dear old friend does.
I can attest to some of the healing powers of several of
the gardens myself: Some are found in the book "A
Nature Lover’s Guide to California Gardens," by Carol
Leigh.
If Spring has nor delivered her presents to your door,
check out one of these places where the gifts of nature
and culture sit waiting.
I lakone Japanese Garden. Saratoga
Opened in 1916 by San Francisco arts patrons Oliver
and Isabel Stine, the Stiles built the garden As a summer
retreat for their family and friends. This garden is a tea.
Zen, Kizuna-En (Bamboo garden) and a hill and pond
garden All rolled into one. You can take tea text to bubbling Koi pond. If you are a writer, bring your pen and
journal -- die views can be inspirational. Halcone is un
Big Basin way, off I lighway 9 in Saratoga. Admission is
free. Ilakonc is open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m..
weekends from II a.m. to 5 p.m.; closed holidays.
Japanese Friendship Garden and Teahouse, San Jose
Part of San Jose’s historic Kelly Park, the garden is
You belong among the wildflowers, so hurry up and
another place to stop and contemplate life. Paths run All get out there.
over the place. perfect for strolling and chatting with a
significant one.
Laura Latearon as the Spartan Dady Downtown Editor.
liar column appeao every Tuesday.
It has similar f-catures to Hakone. except for a larger
abundance of blossoming cherry trees. Its brochure
explains that the cherry blossoms symbolize "... loyalty to

weren’t over yet. NBA commissioner David
he would have to See A counselor
befine Stern would re instate him and warned him that
the next time he acts out might be his last.
Then our fearless leader, Bill Clinton, opened his big,
raspy trap, stating Rodman should admit he was wrong.
Gee, I must have missed the news of Clinton settling
Everyone in this country must

rair

Itzt. knvian MEDIA MINIMA
Finding peace among the wildflowers

ROd/71411

the national debt.

pC isc,’

j

I Its woes

SIMI told

Ile has

the ability to make something dull watchable. Every
medium has these characters: televisions has Al Bundy,
radio has I Inward Stern and professional athlous have
I /emus Rodman. You tune in to see what they are going
to do next Hwy Are rebels. They Are people that disgust
Suit’ hall iil the world and enthrall she Other.
We need these characierc. They add color to Nark and
white. Perhaps Rodman does push the envelojw too far
sometimes, but he knows exactly what he’s doing. Just sit
bar k and cilloy him for what he is: entertaining.
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semiautomatic pistol shot several
the Empire State Building in New
York before killing himself.
Two robbers armed with superior firepower pinned
down police in a shootout in Lou Angeles before they
were shot and killed.
Sunday, rap star Notorious B.I.G. was gunned down
in downtown Los Angeles.
Whenever incidents like these occur, the public is
shocked and dismayed to discover what police and victims
already know: Guns are everywhere and people are dying.
We do not need to arm our
police to the teeth. We need to
have stricter, nationwide gun
control laws.
General sentiment after
these incidents is usually to
WRITER’S FORUM
arm police better so they can
By I.,arry
deal with these criminals. A
Hernandez
report on ABCs 20/20 about
the shootout in Los Angeles
featured commentary by
police and publ a officials that the police need to be bet
ter armed to deal with situations in which criminals may
Ise more heavily armed than police. However, giving
police more firepower will only escalate the violence that
already exists.
’Ehe current statedo state gun laws do not work.
Some states have strict gun laws while others do not. Ali
I lassan Abu Karnal, the Empire State gunman, found it
easy enough to skirt New York State’s gun laws. Karnal
was able to obtain a Florida residence card and purchase
the semiautomatic pistol in a gunshop the same day. He
took it hack to New York where he shot seven sightseers,
one fatally, befiae killing himself.
We need laws that make it more difficult in all states
to obtain weapons. It does no good to have strict laws in
one slate and lenient laws in another.
There are those who say that even if you make it
harder fin citizens to obtain weapons, criminals will still
get them on the black market. This is not a valid argument. It is like saying that because someone can get a
driver’s license, get drunk and kill someone while driving drunk, then drunk driving laws don’t work.
The Department of Justice released a study showing
that in the three years since the Brady Law WAS introduced, background checks nationwide have prohibited
186,000 criminals and other pun hasers, including 57
felons, from buying handguns everyday.
11 one takes a look at other countries, you will see
dui their stricter gun laws are working. For example, in
London, a city of almost 7 million people, there were
fewer than 50 people shot to death last year. In contrast,
Washington, D.C., a city of little more than A half- mil
lion people, there were 400 people murdered, most with
handguns in the same time period.
Because of the powerful lobbyists in Wash i ngton,
sum ft As the National Rifle Association, it is hard to pass
strut ter gun laws in this iountry. It may take many more
incidents iilli It As these before people get angry enough
to ban handguns nationally. One thing is clear:
Providing poi, ,. with bigger guns is not the answer. The
only answer is to reduce the easy access to guns that cur

Mark Stead In a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Editor I wry lee
Managing Editor Marcus Walton

miss

places a collegiate sports
program on the map, only to go home and
cat Ramcn and pasta every night? Oui.
Will he ever find time to exhibit his true
talent, art history, while performing night
after night in various NBA venues? We don’t

toting a
A111A11
tourists at

ICE

the groin?

he forever

Making gun control
laws more stringent

They come into our life every so often: a character
who walks to the beat of his own drum. Someone
so different, brash and colorful that certain people Aft inevitably going to be offended and afraid of this
unknown commodity. They will try to drive him or her
In the National Basketball Association, Dennis
Rodman is the unknown commodity. Now, with his
third suspension of the year, Rodman is a misstep or two
away from being unfairly driven out of the league.
Let’s review the Rodman situation: lie has been suspended
nine fifties in the past four seasons.
As a member of the Chicago
Bulls this season, he has been
suspended three times: first, for
a profanity-laced tirade directed at officials, then fin kicking
thespian cameraman Eugene
WRITER’S FORUM
Amos in the "groin" and
By Mark
recently for hitting the
Milwaukee Buck’s Joe Wolf in
the groin.
The Amos kick WAS the
most damaging for Rodman, but it shouldn’t have been.
Rodman tapped Amos in an arcs that appeared to be well
below the groin region, but Amos, apparently hung like
a mule, :Wird as if someone had taken a lead pipe and
beaten hum in his tender area.
For dramatic purposes, he even called for a stretcher.
I haven’t seen *wig that stiff since Keami Reeves
butchered Shakespeare in "Much Ado About Nothing."
The incident cost Rodman much more than it should
have. Amos gm $200,000 in an out -of-court settlement
and Rodman was suspended for 11 games and fined
825,000. The II -game suspension ultimately cost hirn
$1.1 million in salary and incentives. All this for a tap in

Will

being a martyr as he
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gov-

are the overseers and
people who work for them
are the modern slaves we profit
from.
Is that the kind of system you
support, Mr. I fernandez?
You state that Nike has nothing to do with the miserable
wages prevalent in the countries
where they put their factories.
You one very wrong on this point.
Corporations perpetuate this
injustice.
They support the dictatorships which imprison or execute
any person who tries to organize
the workers to improve their
working conditions or raise
wages.
In your column, you stated a
business’ only obligation is to
"pay as little for labor as possible.
ernments
the

In Nazi Germany,
it was "legal"
to work Jews
to death in labor
camps and
bulldoze their
bodies into
mass graves.

This is the nature of capitalism."
This may be the nature of capitalism, but is it the nature of
being a decent human being?
The decision to underpay and
overwork poor people was a conscious choice by Nike executives.
They put cruelty and greed
before compassion and respect
for their fellow human beings.
Those are their priorities, but
they aren’t mine. What are your
priorities, Mr. Hernandez?
Clayton Moraga
A.S. Print Shop staff
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Disable Students
Association workshop

Costanoan Room at the Student Union. For more
information, contact Diane Stegmeir at 279-6385.

I he Disable Students Association will offer the
workshop "Success with Diversity" today from 10:00
A.m. to 1 1:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room at the
Student Union. Contact Bonita at 924-6138, for
more information.

Design your internship

Test your body fat

I he Career Center will give an event called
"Designing Your Own Internship" today at 2:30
p.m. in the Guadalupe Room at the Student Union.
For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6033.

The Depanment of Nutrition and Food Science
will test your body fat. For $5 they will use
Bioelectric Impedance to find out the percentage of
body. The testing will take place at Central
Classroom Building Room 103 from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. For more information, call Kim Roth at 9243110.

Career Center holds co-op
orientation

Nurses Christian Fellowship
hosts support group meeting

Graphic designer gives lecture

I he Nurses Christian Fellowship will have a support group meeting today at 3:00 pan. in the

mg nitonalism students to write
about their experience.
stun.
She said being a journalism gradu"And what better way than to have
ate front University of California.
students experience it and write about
Santa Barbara prompted her to hold
it in their paper." Ford said.
the writing cones.
She said many StUd1:11 Is SAW how a
Ford said the
body ended up in ,
event has been very
morgue alter an act
successful and even
dent, all cold and CM
has some statistics
cred with only a piecc
to prove it.
of cloth.
She said accord"We wanted II,
the
ing
to
make it as real as possi
California
ble allowing students to
Department
experience what it’s likt
Justice Bureau of
to go to jail for drunk
criminal statistics
driving and ending up
numbers
DUI
dead for a stupid mis
Mario Moreno, were significantly
take," said Ford.
Public safety officer lower for young
She said the students
adults.
participated in the fald
Between 1991
sobriety 1Csts, like line
and 1995, misdemeanor drunk driwalking. counting their fingers, recitving and felony DUI for youngsters
ing the alphabet backward and forbetween the ages of 14 and 25
ward, and standing with your arms
dropped hy 55 percent, while that of
out and touching your nose with your adults ages 25 and above dropped by
eyes shut, something most drunk dri- 31)
pen cnt.
vers do once they arc caught.
"Younger people are definitely
Ford said the program has been
doing a better job at staying sober,"
going on for 12 years and has been
said Ford.
very successful so this year she decidShe is not the only person who
ed to acid a different flavor by bringagrees with the figures.

" ... and I know
they are
listening to me
with their ears
half closed."

Officer Mario Moreno of the
Sunnyvale Department of Public
Safety took pan in the program and
helped answer questions for students.
He said the event gave a first hand
knowledge to students who do not
know much of what happens in situations like these.
"Many times I would go to a
school and talk to kids about drunk
driving and I know they are listening
to me with their CMS half closed,"
Moreno said.
This event only opened their eyes
as to the dirty picture that is often not
laundered in public Moreno said.
Students after the tour sat in at a
presentation done by some of the
county’s experts on the influences of
drunk driving.
After which they got a chance to
sec a how fire fighters rescued victims
out of a car after an accident.
Sober Graduation was a joint
effort among Santa Clara County law
enforcement. courts, Department of
( ’orrection, Medical Examiner’s
Office, Office of Education, and the
Board 01 Supervisors.
The $1,000 grant will be made to
the student paper that publishes the
best overall coverage of the event.

I he School tit Art and I testgli will offer a student
galleries an reception from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Art Building and the Industrial Studies Building.
Call Sarah 924-4330. for more information.

I he 1-111alll al Management Assns iation will have
a guest speaker from Intel corporation, Peter
Bunting, today front 4:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. in the
Almaden Room at the Student Union.

Counseling services offers
women of color support group
SJSU Counseling Services will Mier a "Women of
Color Student Support Group" meeting today from
2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the Administration
Building Room 201. For more information, call
Brenda or Terri at 924-5910.

Ministry holds daily mass
The Catholic Campus Ministry is having mass
today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the John
XXIII Center, across front the SJSU theater. For
more information, call Ginnv at 938-1610.
Compiled fly Yarko Agawa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Clark Library holds book sale

I he St hool ot Art and 1 tesign will present A
graphs, designer, Sam Sniot, for Tuesday night lecture titled. "A Career in Design" tonight from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. in the Art Building Room 133. For more

continued from page 1

Art school presents student
galleries art receptions

Businessman from Intel
corporation gives speech

The Career Center will hold co-op orientation
today at 12:30 p.m. in the Almaden Room at the
Student Union. For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 924-6033.

Graduation

information. contact Andy at 924-4328

1 he 1 ibrao, Donations and Sale Unit is holding
an ongoing book sale today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in WI.N 408 and Clark I.ibrary. Donations are welcome. For more information, call the ACQ
Department at 924-2705.

Crackdown
continued from page 1
vice priorities ate. We ale here to
work for them."
In addition to increased patrols
officials say the area will be
blanketed by officers
Project
Crackdown is focusing on building code enforcement in order to
clean up the area, literally.
"If the place looks bad, chances
arc it is bad," Saggau said. "People
don’t have to live surrounded by
crime and be afraid to come out of
their houses, especially if it’s
because negligent or absent propto Clean Up their
erty OWOCIA
lots."
One result of this poor maintenance are "walkers," people who
loiter on city streets soliciting pros
titution. selling drugs or partici
paling in other crimes.
To combat gangs. walkers.
poorly maintained lots and other
crimes, Project Crackdown is not
only enlisting San Jose police officials, but I ’itiversity police officers

AS WCII.
111 order to get both departments "on the same page," San
Jose Police Department has offered
five openings in three of its special
academics to officers from
llniveisity Police Department.
These week-long intensive courses
will instruct University officers in
the investigation and enforcement
of narcotics-, street- anti gangrelated crimes.
"IUPDI is cooperating all the
way," said UPI) I.t, Shannon
Maloney. "All officers and all shifts
including K-9 and bicycle units
will be participating in this community created policing program."
The area smith of San Salvador
to Highway 280 and between
South 2nd and 11th Streets is the
filieenth neighborhood targeted by
Project ( rackdown. One of the
primary reasons fin such heavy
involvement by U1’1) is the fact
that it is in this area that the highest concentration (il SJSU students
resides.

"The University population is
key in the success of this program,"
said Saggati. "The students residing in this area in :tpartments, residence halls, fraternities and sororities are pivotal iti making this program work."
When students help make the
program a success, they help main rain the viability of the university,
officials said. By cleaning up the
neighborhoods around the school
and improving the area’s reputation, the program will help bring
more freshmen and sophomore
students to the University.
I Iris is an enormous task for
any organization to take on, but
project members are optimistic
because of positive community
involvement. "Give me100 people
in a nriadtboillood and I’ll win."
Saggais s lid " [’ruled Crackdown
is gt ring to make this the area’s best
summer ever."

Different views of S.J. rapist Cal state
\I’)
( .0N( A )1(1), N I
Considered a "decent go, At the factory where he worked, a nun who
called himself Kenneth Merrill made
a big mistake when he got iii itself fingerprinted in a brush with the law.
A routine check revealed that
Merrill really is Charles Roland
As
Stevens, 46, who earned :rotor
the "San Jose State rapist- two
decades ago in California.
Police in California were delighted.
’’’I he guy is definitely a dangerous
threat ru 5 icier y: police Detective
Sgt. Phil /aragola of Me Santa (lara,
Calif. polite said Monday. "No
woman is salt’ with lion around. Thai s A surprise to I )ittliel I Ludy
of Londonderry, who worked with
Stevens - whom he knew as Merrill
at a plastics plant in Bedford.
Hardy said Monday that Merrill
seemed like an average guy trying to
make ends meet and create a better
future for himself.
Ile seemed like a &tent guy. lie
helped people out when he could. lie
was just trying to get it all together, I Ludy said.
tntil about 10 days ago. Stevens
lived in an apartment in Manchester,
Associate Attorney General Michael
Ramsdell said.
Stevens had packed his possessions
into a lcird Bronco and MO visiting

!lardy and other friends in
Londonderry during the weekend.
Acting on a tip, police and FBI agents
closed in to arrest him on a fugitive
warrant from California, where
Stevens was wanted fin violating
parole.
Police did not move in on the
home because they believed a child
was inside, Ramsdell said. But when
SICVCIIS and an unidentified woman
drove away in the Bronco around
4:30 a.m. Saturday, they sprang into
act ion.
When Stevens refused to show
police his hands, Londonderry
Officer Mark Cagnetta fired at him
three times, striking hint once in the
shoulder.
The sound of flash grenades set off
by police apparently made ( :agnett
think Stevens was firing. officials said,
Though the only weapon in the
Bronco was a BB handgun, Ramsdell
said the shooting probably WO justified. Ramsdell’s office is investigating.
The woman who was driving thc
Bronco WM questioned and released.
Police would not identify her.
Like !lardy, the woman did not
know of Stevens’ past, Ramsdell said.
!lardy said he and Stevens worked
together for about a year and a half.
Stevens worked temporary jolts as a
machine operator and Was headed for
Maine because die work had run out,

he said.
-lie was trying to get his finances
together,- Hardy said, adding that he
assumed Stevens was going to Maine,
where he is believed to have grown
up, to see relatives.
)fti, ials aren’t sure bow long
Stevens has heel) in New I lampshire,
but Cagnetta had attested Stevens in
September for felony reckless conduct
after he allegedly threatened someone
with a loaded rifle.
Records in Derry District Court
indicate be was charged with hunting
fron) a vehicle and reckless driving,
but not whom he allegedly threatened
with the rifle.
Merrill was Mit 101 bail when
authorities learned that his fingerprints matched Stevens’, Ramsdell

continued from page 1
ituillbcts Will ASSISI 11.111S1Cf Sill
dents trying to enter the university.
"SJSU has a lot of transfer students
coming in every year who have a terrible time trying to figure out which
classes they took at their P111101
kge transfer into real units here,"
Chavez said. "II 1 could be instrumental in forming a policy that would

man Ii all of those numbers up and
make those people’s lives easier, I’d be
very proud."
A double major in occupational
therapy and behavioral science.
Chavez learned about the California
state affairs position by reading tip on
what scats were open fin the 111110111
ing election and what the resposisihil
ities were for each office. lie is , or

rently a member of the A.S. finance
committee and hopes to contribute to
next year’s board of directors.
"I’m a critical thinker. I have experience and I’m sharp," Chavez said. "I
think I’ll be a red asset to the government if elected."

said.

Authorities in California said
Stevens was known there in the late
1970s as :he "San Jose State rapist. I le was suspected of raping at least
eight women at the university in
1978 and 1979.
fir pleaded guilty to two rapes and
WAS Willett( Cd 10 15 years in prison.
I le Was released on parole in 1988,
but has been in and out of jail since
for pa ride violations, including
threatening his former wife and possessing weapons.

A phenomenal experience for students
who want to study abroad.

Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships
Scholarships availablg:
Academic Year Scholarship / 9 month
Rotary will pay up to $22,000 /year
Multi Year Scholarship / 2 to 3 years
Rotary will pay up to $11,000 / year
Cultural Scholarship / 3 to 6 months
Rotary will pay up to $10,000 / $17,000
Deadline to Apply:
March 29, 1997
Application is comprehensive, you will need
plenty of time for preparation.

r4.

Contact Linda Reeves 924-6094
Applications available in Financial Aid Offit e,

Wahlquist Library South, Room 275

Spartan Bookstore
March 10-11
March 12-14

1 Oam -7pm
1 Oam -3pm
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Weekend Escape

Only $20
Stress reduction and relaxation
for busy people on the go.
Re-energize during your busy day.
Get ready for new exams and finals.
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Petition
is 10 percent of current student fees,
continued from page 1
into
already existing endowment
Wietecha, 1994-95 A.S. board mem- fund an
of $500,000, every year.
ber.
"The money con A.S.
president
mules to grow expoJerry Simmons said
nentially. I estimate in
the petition addresses "By taking 10
100 years the fund
the issue of prioritiz- percent every
could be three billion
ing fees for the
dollars,"
Simmons
endowment fund and time from
said.
for student organiza"Someone felt this
tions. lie said 15,000 continuous
was important," A.S.
SJSU students are on
adviser Gary Barnett
financial aid, with student fees,
said. "Initiatives are
their unmet financial there is a
mass wide, someone
needs totaling more
from the masses startsteady stream ed
than $30 million.
this issue."
Wietecha pointed
Carol Burns, a
out that the more of income."
sophomore
child
money put into the
development major,
fund the more interest
said the proposal
Dave Wietecha,
will be gained.
would help the stuFormer A.S. board dents
"By taking 10 perwho need aid.
cent every time from
member
"I think it sounds
continuous student
like a good idea,"
fees, there is a steady
Burns said. "It is hard
stream of income," Wietecha said.
for some students to get financial aid,
Simmons said he believes the fund no way could I get aid."
will grow by adding $90,000, which
Simmons said a student would he

able to fill out a University
Scholarship Fund form and automatically qualify for the A.S. scholarship.
According to Barnett, the petition
calls for 10 percent of signatures
from students who voted in the last
election. Close to 1,900 students
voted in the spring 1996 election,
therefore the petition needs 190 verified signatures.
The 1997 A.S. Candidate
Application Packet states, after verifying that the names collected are
indeed those of students, the board
may hold a special election within 15
days, and at least 30 school days prior
to the final day of instruction.
"We did get the number of signatures needed," Simmons said. "We
are trying to persuade them to put it
on the general election ballot. If we
put it on the upcoming ballot we will
save the A.S. $10,000 dollars."
The last time SJSU held a special
election was in Spring 1995, to
increase student fees by $20 for an
Instructionally related activity fee

SJSU offers alternative parties
By Laura Venni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Just as in the United States governmental elections, San Jose State
University offers alternative party
affiliations for this week’s A.S. eleclion.
According to the 1997 Associated
Students Candidate Application
packet, any group of students supporting or opposing candidates or
ballot issues may form a Campus
political party.
"I am heading a party called the
’Concerned Students Party," said
Demitrous Sims, chair of the
Concerned Students Parry and current chief justice of the judicial board.
The Concerned Students Party was
established this semester.
Sims said the current A.S. board,
which is full of students from the
SJSU Party, is "stagnant."
"They (members of the board) do
not stay on campus," Sims said,
claiming the majority of members
hail from the Greek system and are
unaware of what campus life and on campus living entails, lie is also pushing for more minorities on the A.S.

to be submitted to the
board and executive
A.S. Election Board
council.
want
The parties may run a
The Concerned "You
slate of candidates for
Students Party consists of four members, voters to know office and have a party
label appear with the
all running for differ
why you are
candidate’s name on
ent positions on the
the ballot.
board. Sims questions running and to
There are 13 board
whether they will be
and three executive
on the ballot and find people
seeds in the running.
believes they will be
Gary Barnett, A.S.
"write in" candidates, who have
adviser, points out
where students will similar
that any student can
have to pencil in the
philosophies to start their own party if
candidates names.
they believe they have
"I do not know
a good platform and
about our chances," support you."
enough supporters.
Sims said.
"You want voters
"The way they
Gary Barnett,
to know why you are
parties)
(campus
A.S. adviser running and to find
work, they are conpeople who have simstantly
changing,"
ilar philosophies to
said Dave Wietecha,
former A.S. board member in 1995- support you," Barnett said.
The amount of alternative parties
96.
"Usually parties change every elec- in the past have varied. Barnett said.
tion and you do not have to run in a In the last seven elections, there have
been four different representations on
party," Wietecha said.
The registration procedure for a the ballot.
campus political party requires a form

Signs for change

PHOTO BY DREW NIELSEN Spartan Daily
Protesters from various local unions including the United Food and Commercial Worker’s International Union
(Local 248) demonstrate in nt of the new Kmart that opened Monday in San Jose. The store, which employs
700, is being picketed becat. Kmart is using non-union employees to work there. A union spokesman said
there will be demonstrations until the store shuts down.

arty
seem bigger than what they really are.
Christensen said that for students
a slate name would he easier to
preserve financial aid and other remember,
but a one-party slate
federal binding.
would present a
Raytis said he believes that with a ers would not problem because vothave much of a choice.
slate, issues would be resolved faster
lie adds that a democracy is based on
because they already agree on a lot of choices, not lack of choices.
the same issues.
"The SJSU Party
a direct
"A slate would make us unified to representation of theis not
community
work together and accomplish sepa- campus," said Roland Roth,
an A.S.
rate agendas," Rayris said.
presidential candidate not running on
Political Science Professor Terry the SJSU Party ticket. "It is a shame
Christensen said slates are good this slate is made tip of the Greek sysbecause they pull campaign resources tem (fraternity, sorority groups), it is
together, they have more than one making a mockery of our campus."
person pulling for each candidate,
With such a diverse campus only
and it may sometimes make them one person in the SJSU Party is from
continued from page 1

a minority group, he added.
"This is a problem," Roth said.
"You can’t say this is a direct representation of campus community.
"More than half of the (SJSU)
party is part of the Greek system and
if you evaluate the Greek system each
group would be stereotyped as click,"
Raytis said.
"The candidates running are from
different houses. I do not even know
all of them. Most members involved
are involved in other campus activities. When Jeffrey (Batuhan) and I
decided to run we decided to run as
an entire slate," said Raytis, a fraternity member.

Senate votes to snuff out ’smoke-a-joint’ driver’s license law
Staging
SACRAMENTO (AP)
a mini -revolt against federal mandates, the state Senate reversed itself
Monday and voted to snuff out
California’s "smoke a joint, lose your
driver’s license" law.
By a 23-14 roll call, the Senate
approved a bill by Sen. Quentin
Kopp, I -San Francisco, that would
Pitt the slate On record against requiring a six month driver’s license sitspension for any drug offense.
Federal law requires states to either
take that position or adopt a stispension law. States that do neither face
the loss of federal highway funds,
law
California’s suspension

expired March 1 and lawmakers have
been struggling to pass either Kopp’s
bill or an Assembly measure that
would restore the suspension SlatlitC
until 1999.
Kopp’s bill went down to defeat in
February, falling two votes short of
the bare majority it needed to clear
the 40 -seat Senate and move to the
Assembly.
Bill on Monday four Republicans
joined Kopp and 18 Democrats to
approve the bill.
Kopp urged senators who "believe
in our own ability to formulate policy
for the state of California" to support
the bill.

"Thirty-two other states have
adopted the contents of this measure," he said. "That indicates a great
majority of the states feel as we do."
Another supporter, Sen. John
Lewis, R -Orange, said voting for the
bill would "send a strong signal that
some of us ... want to stand up in
strong support of the 10th
Amendment," which gives certain
powers to the states.
BLit Sen. Richard Rainey, R Walnut Creek," said the drug
requirement was a "differC1111 type of
federal mandate be attic it gives its
the option."

Be the master of
your own mind.

It’s time to take the next step toward a suc,
cessful future. We want you to consider the
many advantages available to you at GTE.
We offer an environment based on small
groups working as teams with the support of
a global industry giant behind them. And, by
taking advantage of this opportunity to form
a partnership with GTE. you’ll find yourself
ahead working with the most advanced
technologies found in the industry today.
Right now, we’re visiting college campuses in

search of talented visionaries to join our winning team.
Let GTE put your career on the road to success. We have opportunities in the following
areas:
Software Engineers
Hardware Engineers
Join us during our on-campus visit on
Thursday, March 13.
For further information on opportunities
at GTE, check out our home page:
jobs.mtv.gtegsc.com. You can earn top pay
and generous benefits and work a unique 9
day. 80-hour schedule per pay period that
lets you maximize your fun by giving you 26
3-day weekends per year. If you are unable
to visit with us on campus, send your
resume to: GTE, Dept. CW-SU, M/S 7G41,
PO Box 7188, 100 Ferguson Drive,
Mountain View, CA 94039; FAX: (415) 9663162; e-mail: resumes@mtv.gtegsc.com
An equal opportunity employer.

24 -hour access to part time, full-time, temporary,
permanent, and internship op ortunities.
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Petition
is 10 percent of current student fees,
continued from page 1
into an already existing endowment
Wietecha, 1994-95 A.S. board mem- fund
of $500,000, every year.
ber.
"The money conA.S.
president
tinues to grow expoJerry Simmons said
nentially. I estimate in
the petition addresses "By taking 10
100 years the fund
the issue of prioritiz- percent every
could be three billion
ing fees for the
dollars,"
Simmons
endowment fund and time from
said.
for student organiza"Someone felt this
tions. He said 15,000 continuous
was important," A.S.
SJSU students are on
adviser
Gary Barnett
financial aid, with student fees,
said. "Initiatives are
their unmet financial there is a
mass wide, someone
needs totaling more
from the masses startthan $30 million.
steady stream ed
this issue."
Wietecha pointed
Carol Burns, a
of
income."
out that the more
sophomore
child
money put into the
development major,
fund the more interest
said the proposal
Dave Wietecha,
will be gained.
would help the stuFormer
A.S.
board
"By taking 10 perdents who need aid.
cent every time from
member
"I think it sounds
continuous student
like a good idea,"
fees, there is a steady
Burns said. "It is hard
stream of income," Wietecha said.
for Some students to get financial aid,
Simmons said he believes the fund no way could I get aid."
will grow by adding $90,000, whii
Simmons said a student would be

able to fill out a University
Scholarship Fund form and automatically qualify for the A.S. scholarship.
According to Barnett, the petition
calls for 10 percent of signatures
from students who voted in the last
election. Close to 1,900 students
voted in the spring 1996 election,
therefore the petition needs 190 verified signatures.
The 1997 A.S. Candidate
Application Packet states, after verif,
ing that the names collected are
indeed those of students, the board
may hold a special election within 15
days, and at least 30 school days prior
to the final day of instruction.
"We did get the number of signs
tures needed," Simmons said. "We
are trying to persuade them to put it
on the general election ballot. If we
put it on the upcoming ballot we will
save the A.S. $10,000 dollars."
The last time SJSU held a special
election was in Spring 1995, to
increase student fees by $20 for ars
Instructionally related activity fee.

SJSU offers alternative parties
By Laura Vanni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Just as in the United States governmental elections, San Jose State
University offers alternative party
affiliations for this week’s A.S. election.
According to the 1997 Associated
Students Candidate Application
packet, any group of students supporting or opposing candidates or
ballot issues may form a campus
political party.
"I am heading a party called the
’Concerned Students Party,’" said
Demitrous Sims, chair of the
Concerned Students Party and current chief justice of the judicial board.
The Concerned Students Party was
established this semester.
Sims said the current A.S. board,
which is full of students from the
SJSU Party, is "stagnant."
"They (members of the board) do
not stay on campus," Sims said,
claiming the majority of members
hail from the Greek system and are
unaware of what campus life and on campus living entails. tie is also pushing for more minorities on the A.S.

to be submitted to the
board and executive
A.S. Election Board.
council.
The parties may run a
The Concerned "You want
slate of candidates for
Students Party conknow
voters
office and have a party
sists of four members,
label appear with the
all running for differ- why you are
candidate’s name on
ent positions on the
the ballot.
board. Sims questions running and to
There are 13 board
whether they will be
find
people
and three executive
on die ballot and
seeds in the running.
believes they will be
Gary Barnett, A.S.
"write in" candidates, who have
adviser, points out
where students will similar
that any student can
have to pencil in the
philosophies to start their own party if
candidates names,
they have
"I do not know
ou " atheygoodbelieve
platform and
about our chances," support y.
enough supporters.
Sims said,
"You want voters
"The way they
Barnett,
Gary
B
tt
to know why you are
parties)
(campus
A.S. adviser running and to find
v..-: k, they are conpeople who have simstantly
changing,"
ilar philosophies to
said Dave Wietecha,
former A.S. board member in 1995- support you," Barnett said.
The amount of alternative parties
96.
"Usually parties change every eke- in the past have varied, Barnett said.
tion and you do not have to run in a In the last seven elections, there have
been four different representations on
party," Wietecha said,
The registration procedure for a the ballot.
form
campus political party requires A

to

Signs for change

PHOTO By DREW NIELSEN
Spartan Daily
Protesters from various loral unions including the United Food and Commercial Worker’s International Union
(Local 248) demonstrate in nt of the new Kmart that opened Monday in San Jose. The store, which employs
700, is being picketed becai Kmart is using non-union employees to work there. A union spokesman said
there will be demonstrations until the store shuts down,

arty
continued from page 1
Union.
preserve financial aid and other
federal finding.
Raytis said he believes that with a
slate, issues would be resolved faster
because they already agree on a lot of
the same issues.
"A slate would make us unified to
work together and accomplish separate agendas," Raytis said.
Political Science Professor Terry
Christensen said slates are good
because they pull campaign resources
together, they have more than one
persists pulling for each candidate,
and it nsay sometimes make them

seem bigger than what they really are.
Christensen said that for students
a slate name would be easier to
remember, but a one-party slate
would present a problem because voters would not have much of a choice.
lie adds that a democracy is based on
choices, not lack of choices.
"The SJSU Party is not a direct
representation of the community
campus," said Roland Rods, an A.S.
presidential candidate not running on
the SJSU Party ticket. "It is a shame
this slate is made up of the Greek system (fraternity, sorority groups), it is
making a rmss kery of our campus."
With such a diverse campus only
one person in the SIM / Party is from

a minority group, he added.
"This is a problem," Roth said.
"You can’t say this is a direct representation of campus community."
"More than half of the (SJSU)
party is part of the Greek system and
if you evaluate the Greek system each
group would be stereotyped as click,"
Rayt is said.
"The candidates running are from
different houses. I do not even know
all of them. Most members involved
are involved its other campus activities. When Jeffrey (Batuhan) and I
decided to run we decided to run as
an entire slate," said Raytis, a fraternity member.

Senate votes to snuff out ’smoke-a-joint’ driver’s license law
Staging
SACRAMENTO (AP)
a mini -revolt against federal mandates, the state Senate reversed itself
Monday and voted to snuff out
California’s "smoke a joint, lose your
driver’s license" law.
By a 23-14 roll call, the Senate
approved a bill by Sen. Quentin
Kopp, I -San Francisco, that would
Put die state on record against reelMring a six-month driver’s license suspension for any drug offense.
Federal law reqUifeS states to either
take that position or adopt a suspension law. States that do neither face
the loss of federal highway funds,
law
suspension
Cal i forniA’S

expired March 1 and lawmakers have
been struggling to pass either Kopp’s
hill or an Assembly measure that
would restore the suspension statute
until 1999.
Kopp’s bill went down to defeat in
February, falling two votes short of
the bare majority it needed to clear
the 40-seat Senate and move to the
Assembly.
But on Monday four Republicans
joined Kopp and 18 Democrats to
approve the bill.
Kopp urged senators who "believe
in our own ability to formulate policy
for the state of California" to support
the hi II.

"Thirty-two other Stales have
adopted the contents of this MCA
sure," he said. "That indicates a great
majority of the states feel as we do."
Another supporter, Sen. John
Lewis, R-Orange, said voting for the
bill would "send a strong signal that
some of us ... want to stand tip in
strong support of the 10t h
Amendment," which gives certain
powers to the states.
But Sen. Richard Rainey, R Walnut Creek," said the drug
requirement was a "different type of
federal mandate because it gives its
the option."

Be the master of
your own mind.

It’s time to take the next step toward a successful future. We want you to consider the
many advantages available to you at GTE.
We offer an environment based on small
groups working as teams with the support of
a global industry giant behind them. And, by
taking advantage of this opportunity to form
a partnership with GTE. you’ll find yourself
working with the most advanced
ahead
technologies found in the industry today.
Right now, we’re visiting college campuses in

search of talented visionaries to join our winning team.
Let GTE put your career on the road to success. We have opportunities in the following
areas:
Software Engineers
Hardware Engineers
Join us during our on-campus visit on
Thursday, March 13.
For further information on opportunities
at GTE, check out our home page:
jobs.mtv.gtegsc.com. You can earn top pay
and generous benefits and work a unique 9day, 80-hour schedule per pay period that
lets you maximize your fun by giving you 26
3-day weekends per year. If you are unable
to visit with us on campus, send your
resume to: GTE, Dept. CW-SU, M/S 7G41,
PO Box 7188, 100 Ferguson Drive,
Mountain View, CA 94039; FAX: (415) 9663162; e-mail: resumes@mtv.gtegsc.com
An equal opportunity employer.

Free to SJSU studer
Hundreds of new jobs posted weekly
24 -hour access to part time, full-time, temporary,
permanent and internshlaortunities.
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The only way to
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to take it.
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Students
get their
rocks off
Right: Matt McMackin’s Geology and
Oceanography students meet at Ft. Point
underneath the Golden Gate Bridge before a
day-long field trip Saturday. The classes that
participated were Geology 101, Geology of
California, and Oceanography. They learned
wnat rock formations are
predominant around the bridge. They also
studied the ocean currents swirling around the
bridge. Dr. McMackin takes his students up to
San Francisco every semester so they get a
hands-on experiment in Geology and
Oceanography.
Below: After visiting Ft. Pm McMackin’s students play and learn on the beach at Rodeo
Cove lust north of San Francisco. McMackin’s
diagram of how the California coast was
formed million of years ago seems a lot more
interesting when drawn on sand. They also
learned how the waves break down the coast.
PHOTOS BY BRANDON GARCIA

Spartan Daily

Miss Black USA
Ahritdit Anterikall women but for All
continued from page 1
the women and student leaders on
I
ugh
School
schools like Santa Teresa
campus.
Phoenix
adjacent
the
and
Former SJSU student Ilene Meeks,
Continuation School.
who worked with Lovelace last year
there
aren’t
enough
Lovelace said
on the executive board of the Black
good role models for children to look Student Union, agrees. Meeks said
up to.
she admires Lovelace’s energy and her
"We talk about it, but we don’t do commitment to SJSU and the surLovelace
it,"
she
said.
enough about
rounding community.
doesn’t just talk the talk she’s taken
Lovelace got to the Miss Black
it upon herself to turn that around.
USA pageant by way of winning the
ler interest in helping young peo- Miss Black California USA in May
ple in the community, she said, 1996, hut it all started with being
comes from growing up in FAH Palo named Alpha Phi Alpha’s Miss Black
Alto and seeing the influences that and Gold 1995. Lovelace started
can cause young people to go down entering pageants as a. way to get
the wrong path.
more involved in
"It’s sad that you
campus activities.
have to have some
What
did
label in this society "Contests like
Lovelace get out of
in order to be heard Miss Black USA
the Miss Black USA
and make a differexperience
ence," she said.
test whether or pageant
itself? The chance to
That label may be
bond and share coma singer, actor, not your beauty mon goals. But
or
comedienne
beyond all die, set
comes from
beauty queen.
the record straight.
I tartlet
Pila, within or if it’s
"I realized that
director of SJSU’s
there are women in
Prevention just a surface
other states that have
Education Program,
goals,"
COMf111/11
met Lovelace when thing."
Lovelace said. "A lot
she worked as an oriof them are on lire,
leader
entation
Shenda Lovelace, just as I am to make a
introducing new students to the universiSJSU senior difference."
I ovelace said it’s a
ty. The two also
(minion stereotype
together
worked
that pageants ate demeaning to
when Pita served as adviser to the women.
cheerleading squad, on which
"It’s up to the individual who parLovelace was a member.
ticipates in the pageants," she said.
l’ila said Lovelace is sensitive, "Every girl has a reason why (she’s)
,sain, and sincere.
doing it."
-She has wonderful depths As a
some do it for the exposure, hopperson," Pila said. "She’s constantly ing to use the pageants as a springriving I I percent of herself no mat- board into professional modeling,
cr what she does."
acting or sitignir. Others, like
Lovelace said serving others is sim- Lovelace, do it to reach people.
ply a part of who she is.
Many ,collegt
students enter
"With all that’s happened to its pageants lot the scholarships they
live
10001-w ally, I don’t feel that I can
oiler !Irwin lies the major &ler
on [’Arai and just think about
ent c I ovelai
betssreen the Miss
doing
I’m
not
she
said.
"If
inysell."
and Miss USA pageants.
111.11k I
worth
my
life
is
lor someone else,
The Slice lilac Is LISA pageant, accord
less."
C IS a Se 1101.111111)
mg to I
Pil said Loyd:tee, who has done A
cc Ileec.IS
MISS ISA concam
and
oil
on
ol voluntary work
test is a beauty pageant.
or
model,
not
just
Is, is a role
Scholarships :ire also ;411 area that

need improvement, she said.
Corporations must be willing to contribute to the education of black
women who will ultimately join them
in die professional world. Pageant
organizers, Lovelace said, also have a
responsibility to "get on die ball" and
find those funds.
For reasons unknown to her, she
has yet to receive the 85,000 scholarship she won as Miss Black California
USA.
Women have to be more than a
pretty face to succeed in this world.
Lovelace said.
"Contests like Miss Black USA
test whether or not your beauty
comes from within or if its just a surface thing," Lovelace said.
She said when she competed in
Miss Black and Gold she was tested
on her knowledge of state and national issues as well as those that affect the
black community.
Lovelace said while black women
like Vanessa Williams and Kenya
Moore have succeeded in integrated
or mainstream pageants, contests like
Miss Black LISA are still necessary.
"The media have historically portrayed black women in a negative
light," Lovelace said. "Pageants like
Miss Black USA bring us to another
level we get to show the world who
we are."
Lovelace said only a black woman
cart say what a black woman is or
"(In competing) they were saying
’No. This is who I am. You can love
it or leave it but Ent not going to
change for you,’ " she said.
She said there were women of all
shapes and sizes, unashamed of being
themselves, competing in die Miss
Black USA pageant. Young people
need to sec. that, I.ovelace said. They
need to see that black women are not
only beautiful but intelligent as well.
She is graduating in May and will
be moving to Atlanta to attend Clark
University where she plans to earn a
Master’s degree in criminal justice.
hi It ultimate p,oal is to implement
rehabilitation programs for at -risk
youth and short-term prison inmates
using performance in as an impetus
for that rehabilitation

Correction
In the Feb. 24 issue oldie Spartan Daily the master’s
degree in philosophy was misidentified as being a program that will be discontinued by the university. The

master’s degree in philosophy (applied philosophy) is
the program that will be discontinued. We apologize for
the mistake.

America Online
taps former NBC
entertainment chief
Brandon
NEW YORK (Al’)
Tartikoff, onetime head of NBC’s
entertainment division, was hired
today by America Online to bolster
its development of online programs
focusing on the entertainment industry.
Tanikoff will head an A01. division called Greenhouse Networks
Entertainment, which will produce
programs that blend movie reviews,
entertainment recommendations,
celebrity gossip, online chat and other
fare.
Tartikoff was president of NBC
Entertainment from 1980 to 1991,

when the network jumped to the top
of the primetime ratings with such
shows as "Hill Street Blues,"
"Cheers," "Family Ties" and "LA.
Law." He also served as chairman of
Paramount Pictures in 1991-92.
He will continue to head II. Beak
Co., a Los Angeles-based TV and
production company with more than
two dozen 1V and feature films in
development.
A01. also bought LightSpeed
Media, a small creator of online programs, and assigned its staff of about
20 to work with Tartikoff.
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IBM INFORMATION DAY

FREE! FREE! FREE!

BS/MS/Ph.D GRADUATES

WHEN: Sat 3/15
4:00pm to 6:00pm

Bring copies of your resume.
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:

WHERE: Student Union Bowling
Riley
HOW: Bring a canned food item
to the PEP Center in Ildmin 22211
by Wed 3/12 at 4:00pm
SIGN UP IN TEAMS OF 4!
Sponsored by the PEP Center and Round
Table Pizza!!

DRESS:
DISCIPLINES:

Thursday, March 13, 1997
10am-4pm
Student Union
Umunhum Room
Casual
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Consulting
Engineering
MIS
Technical/General Sales

We give recent graduates the tools, the support
and the resources they need to explore ideas.
We’re pushing this company to the Nth degree.

And you can take us there.
VISIT www cyhrhlii.ihm.com
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Sisters stand out for Spartan softball
By Andrew W. Davis
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Sisters in general may not play nice with
one another, but when Spartan softball players Valeri and Sabrina Quintero step onto
the field together, nice doesn’t even begin to
describe how they play.
"They aren’t in each other’s face like
you’d expect," Spartan outfielder Jill
Tawncy said. "When they’re on the field
you can’t even tell they’re sisters."
Valeri, the older of the two, is a senior
and a scholar athlete who sits on the team’s
Captain’s Council. Since her start with
Spartan softball, she has put herself in the
record books.
She is one of the top 10 single-season
leaders in half a dozen areas, including: at
bats, hits and stolen bases. She is also a
career leader in stolen bases and has one of
the best batting averages in Spartan softball
history.
Those arc big shoes for a little sister to
fill, but according to Sabrina, the team isn’t
like that.
"Nobody expects me to be my sister, or
play just like her." Sabrina said. "I do my
best and the team is always very supportive."
She is certainly no slouch, lettering in
softball, basketball and field hockey at Los

PHOTO By DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Valeri Quintero. ’nit, plays cn the SJSU softball team with her younger sister Sabrina. Valeri, a
senior. itia,.(g, high on Ilie Spartans’ single -season record book in at bats, hits and stolen bases.
Sabrind a pitr her egi the tears, leads the Spartans in ERA.

Altos High School.
The sisters have a history of playing softball together, first in high school (coached
by their father) and now at SJSU. It is evident to their teammates and coaches that
this history of teamwork pays off.
"Both Val and Sabrina are assets to the
team," head coach Connie Miner said.
"Their whole family is involved in sports,
and their dedication really shows."
As part of a very sports and softball
oriented family of five sisters and one brother, the sport came naturally for them.
"Our parents always supported us and
encouraged us to play as many sports as possible," Valerie said. "All of us had a real
interest in softball, and it’s great that sometimes all of us get to play together."
Being sisters aside, both Val and Sabrina
are exceptional players. According for team
statistics, at bat, Valeri leads the team in
RBIs and as a pitcher, Sabrina has the team’s
lowest ERA. And they both lead the team in
more than numbers alone.
"Val is very vocal and is a team leader,"
Miner said. "And Sabrina is getting that
way mon and more every game. They are
not only very good to each other, but they
are very good for the team."
"There isn’t really any rivalry between
us," Valerie said. "We’ve been friends for a

long time and are always helping each other
out."
For two sisters to become such important
may seem
members of the same
unique, but it has happened once liefOrc for
Spartan sofiball. Senior Jill Tawney, a curteam

rent Spartan outfielder, was teammates with
her older sister, 1992 All-American third
baseman Jackie Tawncy, during the 1994
season.
"These situations are pretty unique to the
softball program," Osterhaus said. "I can’t
think of another women’s tram at this
school that has had this kind of sibling
teammate situation."
For now, Sabrina is bolstering the

Spartans’ pitching staff, with Valeri starting
at second base and pitching when needed.
They both continue to lead the team in
many areas and are both pivotal players in
the innagual season its the Western Athletic
Conference.
By foregoing the typical rivalry that drives sisters apart, the Quinteros treat each
other as they would any other teammate:
with friendship and support.
"Well, if we played the same position and
had to compete." Sabrina said. "I’m sure
that’d be a different story."

NBA best way for Olivier Scrumin’ with the Spartans

who brought a ti.i liii tI spotlight to
program that had toiled for years
in anonymity.
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Taylor never looked at the basket.
You can’t blame him, lie shared the
court with one of the most glfted
scorers its the nation. Saint -Jean’s
departure should allow Taylor, a
strong guy with soft touch, to play
to his potential.
Next season may be struggle
remi nisi em of Morrison’s early days
at SlSl I, but the resulting player
development should pay off.
And with any luck, another loving mother will drop off the next
Olivier at SJSlYs basketball office.
Maybe she’ll even let him stay for
four years.
a

Mau Romig is the Spartan Daily

(formerly In ’rnatIOnal C

assistant Torn

ipoir0,

out.
"If I had my choice, I would
much prefer to have him back than
to feed off his exposure and popularity in the NBA," Morrison said.
Saint -Jean’s departure, if it is
announced, will leave Morrison with
huge hole in his 1997-98 lineup.
But SJSU has already lost Tito
Addison and Brad Quinet, the
team’s second and third leading scorers. Big men Craig Clark and
Graeme Anstey need time to develop.
Even if Saint-Jean returns, the
Spartans are facing a rebuilding season. Without a superstar performer
to lean on, SJSUs younger players
can develop and learn their roles.
Morrison agrees, but only to a
degree. "Often when a great player
graduates, all of a sudden everyone
else gets better," he said. "Instead of
looking to that player, they look to
themselves and to each other."
But Morrison added that a star
caliber player can also serve as motivation and inspiration for other players. Saint-Jean could lead by example
by coming bask for a senior season,
he said.
Maybe so, but it’s time for the
Spartans to start looking to each
other. A single moment on Feb. 10
defined SJS11’s entire season. While
playing Tulsa on ESEN2, center
Rich Taylor passed up a wide-open
shot from seven feet to hand the ball
to Saint-Jean, who drove to the has

PHOTO

Now Seeking Applicants for the
SJSU Alumni Association Deans’ Scholarships
Open to Undergraduate & Graduate Students

360 S. 11th St.

$4.00 Student:,
$6.00 Non-5tuclen

,(Detween San Carlot
and San Salvador)

Seventeen
$1,000 Scholarships
Two to each College &
One to the School of Library and
Information Science

for Info call 924.6570

A1114111
1211. A 131111
Student Union
Clark Library
MaeQuarrie Hall

9.itti 8pui

You Must Have:
.3.5 Overall GPA in Major 43.0 Overall GPA (regardless of where the units were
acquired) 03.0 Overall GPA at SJSU Involvement in community service

Hpiji I
2ptn

Contact your department or dean’s office for an application.
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Apply now for a "Pot of Gold"
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SJSU rugby player Doug Mooneyham fights for the ball during Saturday’s match against Saint Mary’s

The deadline is

March 21, 1997

UPCOMING EVENTS
TODAY
Baseball v Nevada
2 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Women’s tennis v USE
2 p.m. Spartan Courts
Men’s golf
at Oregon Invitational
Eugene, Ore

WEDNESDAY
Men s tennis

a Oklahoma

1-30 p m, Spartan Courts
Women’s water polo
3 o to at Santa Clam

FRIDAY
at Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo
Baseball v. Air Force
7 p m, Municipal Stadium
Women’s gymnastics
v Alaska Anchorage
7.30 p.m. Spartan Gym
Softball
National Invitational Softball
Tournament
Twin Creeks. Sunnyvale
Wonien’s ’ems

(4051 924,5955

Assoc a I cd Si mien!, EIti ion, 14..11,1

aillaM11

Tuesday, March 11, 1997
San

Jose

SAO lart Strata

State

University
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
mem no chtim lot products or
services advertised below nor le
Mere any guarantee Implied. The
classified cobra’s of the Spartan
Daily amid of mid advertising
mil castings we not approved or
mated by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER CAMP JOBSI
Counselors needed for Girl Scout
resident camps in Santa Cruz
Mountains. Specialty staff needed
for Kitchen. Maintenance, Arts,
Lifeguarding, Environmental Ed.
and Horseback Riding. Join us!
Call 408.2874170 for more info.
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCED
PC 8. MAC TECHNICIANS
To load & configure applications,
Windows 95 & NT Windows.
*Troubleshoot hardware software
& networks.
Good communication skills to
interface customers.
20 hrs/wk school year 40
hrs/wk other $13.75/hr.
1 quarried, get rearre to Crick Sitar
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485.
E-mail: rsillan@email.sjsu.edu
Fax: 924-3883. Call: 924-3928.
CHILI’S BAR & GRILL in search
of Foodservers and Hosts with
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday.
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose, No Calls.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for
weekends and holidays. 9-6pm.
Good communication skills a
must. $6.75/hr. Guardian Health
Group 998-8447.
POSITION AVAILABLE HIP
Downtown Coffee House. Exp. only.
Amy wean tern 12-4.371 S. 1st.
SECURITY
F/T & P/T Will Train
Day. Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
ABCOM Private Security
40824 7-482 7.
MOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail. In busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
avail, flex hours. $7.50$8.00/hr.
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for
Wendy or Julia: 7339446.
RECEPTIONIST NEDED. Phone
experience a must. Organized.
Polite. Customer Orientated. M-F
Call AM.C.S. No. 1-800262-4044
TEEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Coodnatcr. Pat tine, 6080 hrs/mo.
Must have car & nsurance.
$8 $10/fr. EO.E.
971-6000
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best SJ restaurants,
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car
Coll One IN at 9983463 now.
GENERAL HELP, Smog Mattress
Store near SJSU. Informal atmos
phere, Jean OK FT/PT flexible
hours. Will train . Ed 885-0698
TUTOR, COMPUTER. MAC format.
An close to SJSU & have own equp
merit. Thank you Bob 984 4086.
SUMMER STAFF NEEDED ,i) the
Sierra Nevada Mtrs One hOur
Northwest of Lake Tahoe in the
Lakes Basin Recreation Area
Counselors. lifeguards, supervise’s,
canoe instructors, cooks, health
supervisor and activity specialists
Experience working with girls
necessary. Tent/Camp Food plus
salary Call (702) 322 0642 for
an application
WPCS KRAMER DAY CAMP 10Ral
If you like the outdoors. ire
working with children & teens. 8,
have special skills in camping
games, crafts. sports or drama
oznsider a Summer kb at the YMCA!
Positions Available*
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local V for more
detailed nforreation an application
*Cereal W(CA -2981717
(Senior & Sind Clara)
*Southwest YMCA -- 3701877
(Los Gatos, Saratoga)
Northweest YMCA - 257-7160
iCupertire, Santa Owe. Sunnyvale)
Souh
MICA - 226962:2
(South Son Jose)
Midtaxitiermwee MICA- 9450319
(Maples)
Wt. %mare ’,MCA -77902Ce
(Magan HO)
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English
almost Get Me cede eclipe *7 ening
work in Japan. Taman, & S. Korea.
For information. 1 206-971.3570
ext.160417. (NVe we a research
publishing cornpeny)

PHONE:

SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Mon. tau Fri. 10am-2pm Sourdough sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Eatery. 848 N. First. St SanJose. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible firs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
LOCAL FIRM SEEKS STUDENTS near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
for bldg. surveys at SJSU. Part Hourly 8$ plus bonus. Media
time. Min 4 firs per week- Flex. Promotions 494-0200.
te per hr. Call 282.1500.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible Hours.
PART TIME DATA ENTRY, FIUNG
4-6 hours/day. Fax resume to:
Great for Students!
Carta 958-8044.
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
GREATER Opporturdliee Program 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
positions: Management. Direct
Care. Support Specialist. Paid
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Roommate. & More! Flexible hours,
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
P/7 & F/T. Call 408/249-4464.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit
us in BC 13 to get access.
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
SJSU is seekirg a part-time (20 hr/
wk) computer technician to work in TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leadeis
the University Advancement Cwision. ((em sch. age recreation program,
Duties include: Setup & mantenanoe P/T from 26 pn MFci,hthe sch. ye.
of division networks; Conduct short Enduring summer camp program.
informational training sessions; Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Act as help desk for division staff: Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
Coordinate jobs done by off-site at 354-8700x23 (Not avail.
programmer. Requires 2 years Mac whoa me? Cal for amnia emploft
OS expenence. Please apply in the ife guards & camp leaders).
SJSU Human Resources Office
(WS1701Salay s$1265-$1.586 mo. CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
Windows NT Trawling Company ISO
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS motivated Telemarketing rep.
and TEACHERS for school-age S10/hr Flex Hrs. 408-987-2260
and preschool child care. Full or e-mail teiejobs@wsbinc.com.
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info: BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
cal Mary 298-3888
Students needed n the immediate
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR, P/T area. Fullaime/part-time operungs.
Elem. schools. Degree or creden Call today 1-415-968.9933.
tial not required. Opportunity for International Bartenders School.
teaching experience now. Call VM
4082874170 art. 408. E0E/AAE
LOOKING FOR A FLEXIBLE
Schedule? Enjoy working with
young children? The Apple Child
POSTAL JOBS
Care Center, a corporate sPonsofecli
Up to $1529/rr plUS beref
415339.8377 24115.
accredited, high-quality center is
looking for substitutes. You
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
dictate the schedule and number
Cariseiors needed tc Gal Sccut Day of hours a week. 1.7.00-89.00/hr
Camp in San Jose: Administrative, based on education & experience.
Counselors, Special Needs, Arts Some prior exp. and ECE units
& Nature Join us! For more info, prefered. We’re a great place to
learn and growl Call 862-6170.
call 408287-4170
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’
GRAYSTONE Chikl Development
Receptionist. (Mice Clerk
Ctr looking for teacher qualified
Sales, Customer Support
person to work part-time from
Technician, Testing Optr.
1:30 6:00 pm. Must have at
least 12 ECE units. Located in Warehouse Clerk
Almaden Valley area. Otter great Call 408/9421858 or
benefits. Contact Michelle at Fax to 408/9424280
Electronix Staffing Services.E0E
408-997-1980
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will left at Clear Lake Ave.
Train’ Managers earn 1.4000/mo
base+ com. Corp seeks energetic TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
people for management. Start lic. dropin play center for 2 12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
now. 629-1241.
days/evcs/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
person at KidsPark:
up to $120/week!
Near Oaktwige Mall, 281.8880
Become a Sperm Donor.
5440 lhomwood Dr., Si
Healthy males, 19.34 years old.
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ.
Contact California Cryobank
At the HUB, 510 792.9997
415.324-1900. M.F. 8.5pm.
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
Si law firm benefits/parking.
Windows/WF’6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking. Team Player a must. PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
position available, for Investnient
Fax resume I Delange 2955799
Firm. Mon. Fri. Flexible hours.
PRIMARY PLUS
(Morning & Afternoon) $10.00 per
hr pus bonus’. Call 408/287.6670
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
for an interview.
Teachers/Ades FT/PT
ECE or Experience Preferred.
E0E. Call 3700357.

SECURITY’ ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal or apphn pawn. Mcri-Sun 7-7.
408-286.5880.555 D Mercian Am.
Between San Cabs axl Palencia.
tehrci the Cad all Party Store. Si.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE.
Rec. Psych. Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408.379-3200 x21.
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUTURE!
We will train you for a full-time
position with our nationwide firm.
We offer:
Weekly Pay Incentives
Monthly Bonuses
Competitive Wages
Grouprate Health Care
*Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
(That’s All) Call 406345-3936.
ALLSIU1 SUMMER EMPLOYPAENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to $2,850/
mo. + benefits (room & board).
Call Alaska Information Services:
1-800207-5365 ext. A60418.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301 429-1326.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
at 408-441-8600
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asial
couples need your help to concave.
Can you help? Ages 21.29,
non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
$3,000 stipend aid opsnaes ceo.
Com comities aiso needed. Pease
call WWFC 1 5104209495.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave M17. Campbell.
(408) 379.3500
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential
Your own probe or disposable.
.3355 Baywood Ave San Jose.
247-7488
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include
*Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
*Weight Control
(408)737 2702

WORD PROCESSING

SERVICES

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc. Samples & references available.
20+ Years Experience
Chinese & other languages
Medical/Legal Transcription
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
CALL (408) 272-1552.
at http://www.acl-plus.com
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED. Regular email: aciametcom.com
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term Call for free phone consultation:
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, (415) 525.0505...ask for Daniel.
Resznes, Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Writing Editing Typing.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ )es Da
Spreadsheat&Detsbase Design.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Desktop Publishing.
PROFESSION% WORD PRCCESSING,
*Bookkeeping PC Support*
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
Reasonable Rates
448-8119.
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
510489.9794 (Bus/Res/Mug)
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Word Processing & Editing
Both Academic/Bus VIP* Accepted accepting students who wish to
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
Reports Theses NALA/RJRAB
levels welcome: Beginning,
Expert In APA Formet
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7130am 9:00prn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
RELIABLE - FAST - ACCURATE.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Meditation Classes.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408)9788034.
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul cr Virginia 408-251-0449. WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term statements, proposals, reports,
papers, thesis, resumes, group etc For more info, please call
projects, etc. Have a typewriter Dave Bolick at 510-801-9 55 4.
to complete your applications for VISA/MasterCard. FAX. &Axil.
rned/law school, etc. Will transcnbe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public,
INSURANCE
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Auro INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Savng SJSU for 20 years
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Only 4,5700 per year.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Devere
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Save
on your dental needs.
"Good Student" "Famity Multi-car"
For info call 1 800 655.3225.
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
COMPUTERS ETC.
Also orxm S,itardays 0 2
SHARP PC 3020 laptop includes
the Etherlink, Modem Card, Color
FUNDRAISING
Screen, Windows 95 and more.
A must see. Contact Delic 408.
322 5493 Of 4084649819 msg. FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500
ri ‘gl.rys Greeks. Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
REFURBISHED MACS
No Financial Obligation
BEST PRICES!!
1800862 1982 ext. 33.
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. If hi
Menlo Park, CA 9402()
Ph: (800) 8005115
FINANCIAL AID
FM: (415) 306 1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
hrrat your possibilities for financial
Mac SE & Classic
aid! Student Financial Service
MAC Ilsi, a. cx
profiles over 7000,000f individual
POWER MACS
5200, 6214. 6100
awards from private & public secMAC LC5M0
tors Call: 1 800-263-6495 ext.
160418. I We are a research &
Inkjet & Laser Printers
publishing company)
Dot Matrix Printers

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504.

DAILY CIASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES _h’OR NATIONA

/ AGENCY RATES CA LI .

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 lines
$10
$S
MI
5 lines
$11
$7
$9
6 linos
$10
$12
$S
$1 for each additional line

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by Si per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Please check

Ewe Arldreel
Days
$13 Co! L tam
$14
$15
$18
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcee State University
San iCifia CA 95192-0149

/

one classification:

II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publocaeon
All ads we prepaid IR No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecusve publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CAU. (4011)924-3277

Rental Houseig
C.orneus Clubs’
Greek Messages* Shared Housing’
Reel
Estate
_Events’
Services’
- Announcements
Health/Beauty’
_Lost and Found**
_Sports/Thals’
_Volunteers’
_Insurance
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale’ _Erdman-mem’
Computers Etc _Travel
Wanted’
_Ttaorhg’
Word PrOOOSSIN
Employment
Scholarships
Oppnrtuntes

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a

service

to the campus community

924-3277

FAX:

SHARED HOUSING

924-3282
FOR SALE

ROOM $290Util. In quiet home MAC Perlonne 821815 Notebook
Safe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share 150 both w/moderns. Great cond.
bath. No smoke/drugs. For: quiet. Must sell. b, in* 4045954996.
responsible male student. Blossom
Hill/Camden. 408.7233060.
TICKETS
FOR RENT
2 DORM. APARTMENT - $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

TUTORING
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)978.8034.
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic . Inorganic
English: Speak Read Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 408298-7576
Email: mvera18288@aol.com

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freef all. Turbine Aircraft
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-834-7575.

WANTED-NCAA West Regional
March 20. 22, 1997 / San Jose
800.5858499 or 707429-8459

TRAVEL
EUROPE $249
Within USA $795129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! aiMitchenetcom.com
vwww.isicom.fr/airtlitch/
415-834-9192 cst pending.

SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW.
Surf: www.scholarship4u corn
Call: 800MIFUtu7, 408629.8941
Email sisutlischolarship4u.com

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
tor
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all finns
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacation* or merchandise.
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ACROSS
I (,riarso tile
5 Used a towel
10 Gumbo
ingredient
14 Poet Khayyam
15 Bright and 16 Bridle part
17 Pioneer caravan
19 Press
20 Bridge expert
21 Warns
23 Fright
25 Sign of the
future
26 Deli meat
27 tot’s vehicle
30 Polite cough
31 "- alit’
33 Swill
35 Spasm
36 "You - -There"
37 Kimono sash
38 Soul singer
James
40 Join forces
42 Whirled
43 Oahu and Maui
45 Most up -to-dale
47 Fundamentals
48 Emptiest
49 Music -buffs
purchase
52 Snake
charmer’s
partner
53 Friendly
54 Refurbishes
a chair
59 Persuade
60 Make fun of
61 Runner Zatopek
62 Frame of mind
63 Male deer
64 Precious
stone
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M D s group
Droop
Agenda
Motor city
More
uncommon
7 Persia, today
8 Inventor
Whitney
9 Energetic ones
10 Gets one’s
bearings
11 Actress
Deborah
12 Uprising
13 Beattie awl
Reinking
18 Standard
22 Baseball’s
Durocher
23 Papeete’s
place
24 Votes in
25 Choral
ensemble
26 Overfeed
2
3
4
5
6

27 Rani’s
garments
Weds secretly
Healthy
Clock parts
- -sized small
Scared
Crude
Permits
Winter via.,
Lincoln’s
nickname
46 Makes a
mistake
48 Lift
49 Dog -paddle i
50 Edible root
SI Therefore
52 Scorch
55 Pod
vegetable
56 Ostrichlike
bird
57 Corduroy
ridge
58 Furtive
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The Measures

Students have six initiatives on A.S. ballot
Mea.sure.s t’ould raise student fees fbr transportation, offices; change makeup, powers of officers
Measure G

Measure F

Fee increase slated for transit options
By Gloria Nittitunis
Spartan brply Staff Writer
SJSU freshman Eric Simon is
familiar with the words "struggling
student." His fees are paid partially
by a Stafford lalall and he works 20
hours a week As a distribution technician/courier at Alpha Bates
I lospital in Berkeley to make up for
the rest.
"I save money with the bus pass
the school provides. After paying for
my apartment and expenses, I only
have $40 left every two weeks. With
the high tost of bus fare, any additional expense would be a burden,"
said Sumo), who is majoring ID

human performatiCe. with a concentration in athleti, training.
The Enrollment 1 ransit Card is
available to all students ex, ept to
those enrolled in Open Vniversity.
1 he transit card has been paid by an
allotment if SI 7.50 taken from each
student’s lees this semester.
After the elections Wednesday
and litursday, the tost of the pass
may change when students vote on
Measure I’, the Transit Priigrain Act
of 1997.
If the flICASSIre pANSCS, art additional $6 will be added to student
fees, bringing the total fees lor transportation up to $2150 eavli NerlieSter. ( )f that money, $20 would go to

the Valley I ransponation Agency,
which covers Santa Clara County,
$1.50 to Al-TRANS, and $2 to
financial aid.
The Transit Access Program,
which started in 1994, would continue to be accessible to any student.
They may use VTA transportation
such as, light rail, buses, express
routes and paratransit, which is
accessible services for disabled riders.
According to Alfonso De Alba,
special projects manager for TAP,
more students are using public transportation, and there is a pending fare
Inc tease proposed by VEA.
Before the implementation of
TAP, a survey conducted by SJSU’s

Measure H

The A S. Board of I )irectors is
looking to chi some spring cleaning. The board unanimously voted
to put A measure, that would
re«infigure its makeup, on the ballot for the tips tinting the( tliinS.
Measure II, Imposed by A.S.
President ferry Sins nons at the
Feb. 26 board meetinji would
eliminate five positions on the
bosrti and ref ’lac e them with live
sttttfeni reprelil’Illallers 10 the
AE .1414’011( Sell.11e. While 11111
4.11.11114,111g the number tuf members
on the A N. board, the mind it of
dee ted student representatives
would fall from 2I in
The 110%1110W, slated for Ansi
nation are the does tor of.
California state affairs, the diret
tot of COITIIMInit alums, die duet
tor of environmental allaus, the
director ril inter, nIt mil affairs
and the duet tor of personnel.
According to 1111111114111,,
of these fly, 1/MI111111s, 5,111/ 11 were
(teat"! during the 19(a)s. have
been shifted to A.S. staff or other
board positions
W0111t1 ellIIIIIIAle
’(Meastit,
positions ’liar have no job
des, opt mit.- ’N1111111011, sAid
1,11111CIII, who Are
thew posiliolls iii tIres lif trill ell,
able to hold the Se.11
11011, will

Judges’ selection process changes
By Jim Gunnales
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Intended to improve the checks
and balances of student governtnent, Measure I proposes to
change the way applicants for the
A.S. judiciary positions are selected.
Currently, the majority of the
A.S. judiciary selection committee
irnsists of current judiciary memhers and past judiciary members. As
it stands, the A.S. Board of
Directors has no input in the
I’ rocess of selecting applicants.
"What is currently missing in
Ilse judiciary selection process are
the checks and balances that make
for government." A.S. President

hir one year. l’rric ceiling that year,
the positions would be eliminated
if the nitiastire passes.
The thret tin of Lalifignia state
al lairs is slated for elinitnantin
lit’ ann. one of its resi)onsilrilittes
1,, represent Srsl at CAIllorillA
Situ’ 11111(1e111, AsS041,111110 meet
togs I 1(,WeVer. die university is tit)
11Ic AsSok IAlonger A Ills-11111er
tioll, Stunnus its ,Alil
Ii, SARI die dill It, "I lilt’ dirr,
tor of inter, illitiral affairs have
of
been al)sorbed bv the
ethnic aflairs I he Mil, e of the
director of personnel is a failed
ekper11/1e111 111 SIlltleIll .MI111111(1.
Ap1101111111(1111, Alld The 141/o1 two
dire( tors if t timintmit mums have
110,1110H lie
rellitiltYlefilled
its (11111es Are
4.101110.11ed
1111W being perfc)rnied 1)y A.S. staff
members
The N1.11e1114ITII arguing for the
passage iil N,leasitre II In the stii
dent Viller 10101111.11i011 i unit’
MAIO solic4.1141.111111’, 111r se11.114’ .111(1
110.1141 will c11111111.11e ’1(11,111
t1,1111 ditik 101 1,04,111011S .11141 coital
in. the thought prili eV. .11111 polity
uttin ems I he 11,11rIlle111 WAS WrII
Ir., A (MI411
41.11e Iiir diret iii til alifornia 441.11e
affairs, one , if dm jNisintins Nicamire
If woirld (+inmate
not he it lied 111r
10111111(.111

Jerry Simmons said. "There is
something wrong with the way the
judiciary appoints its power."
lithe measure passes, the present judiciary committee will be
replaced with four members of the
board as elected by the board, the
A.S. president, one former member
of the judiciary, and the A.S. adviser, who holds a non-voting status.
Those who support the measure
say the current selection committee
has been functioning inconsistently
because Solite members’ inability or
unwillingness to serve.
Simmons said because all judiciary meetings, as well as the judiciary selection process, are closed to
the public arid A.S. board mem-

IV, rt.,

Among the mans’ initiatives and
measures San lose State Cniversity
students will Iir voting 00 III this
week’s the, non will Inc Measure 1, a
proposed amendment to the
Asso, hued Students’ election process.
A s bylaws state that a general
elei row roust be held during the
1111111111 411 March Allt1 prliit 111 Spring
Me.1,111r P proposes that the
gun
uI elt lulus be held 111 Al/(11.
.5 S1Stu (1.IIV Barnett said he
belnyes lis- having the genetal electrons Aim Spring Break. it will not
allow candidates additional time

purpost, or .11’4’1,011
A 11.1ke
4/1111, Ili posse!,
(
stud lie
At,
t
A 1
111,111111r 111.11 0111
feels
castor K
Ptc,111c111 1411v 11111111011s, l’s.h..1,11I(’
I.d, 11.1,c 111411 Skil chill, 111.11 1.111
wubl underniiii, the
ineness of
WIII 111.1ke uS S 1 <., too,
1101 he 11/11/111.11-11
;Iwo lorlicr
r’’s t iui,ii’i,uu h ii ,,uiuiuu,ulu,n’
u tu,inluunu,tI poi 111111,111 op, Brim’, ui (111,, ‘Nimmons say, ginc’t ruittuu’n,m,
"" Ii 1" ’ suit! Ins’
den
SSA,’ cit.!’
liiiilel,011.1111V 4.41111111. is ill Ili( A 1
rliVer111114111 I,
II Is
In_il, r andidates file for
,
ruin I" "
detrimental to if but Ilse and ellit trill
11 MC.1,1111 K
111,
the first 1,11111114C 111.111(11 1,0101( ii 11111s1C111,4111.111011 ( 11.1VeL
,
d.oc,
cu I,nt, 14/
.1111111’ III
11,1
11’.111,
SAS, saisl 110 pel,011.11 ellief kilt es 111 111(’
and intoner will imi Hirt Ilic .141(1 N11111114 ill, iii I 111.11 ss.is 101.11IV Ins- WIlrk W1/1141 1111 10 4.0111,
1111 0111el
V41141, WIII
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sidle," if n
If leasure K passes. TIMIS in, 11eastire K Innirritelv. I
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h, A 5. ms-lit
1111111Se 1111111111 A %hie
WIII Ite interest grtnirts in a slate elected exec
114).,Scr,
will 00111111V 10 11111
011111.IIIISIC III 01114 n’ " \VC IIIIIIk if 1111Se ISrAlls11." ( Ilaye/ W0111(I 11411
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11,, S ‘, iiiiiVer11111(.111 better chance they’ll gct
along arid has a lot to
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"
ontinuenun gyt along. he said
At kortliiir tin Sitittniths, Measure
0114
S101111011,
01 the
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We’ve Got a New Attitude.
Did You Know?
Roioz is franchised bY ROCK’N TACOS.
*All your old favorites Plus wraps & smoothies.
It’s ROCK’N TACOS with an international flair.
’All food items 100% guaranteed!

NM

IBRAPS G M10011111S,.

We make all of our gourmet products with the
highest quality and freshest ingredients available.

18562 A Prospect
41 ’4
.14 iN " ft,I,;1(1

Rd. Saratoga
ill’,
I .1,%1,114,1

ben, there is currently no pressure
of accountability.
"If (Measure) I is passed, the
selection process will be public for
the first time ... the judicial process
will be now be held up to scrutiny,"
Simmons said.
A.S. Adviser Gary Barnett said most
of the conflict between the board and
the judiciary lies in the fact that the
A.S. as a governmental body must run
what is basically a corporation. In this
undertaking the judiciary branch plays
an awkward role.
"Over the years the interaction
between the branches of government have changed as the university has become more of a business,"
Harnett said.

Spartan &say Staff Report
The first of two ballot proposals
asking for a $6 increase in student
fees would pay for the building of
student organization offices in the
soon to be constructed child-care
center.
Measure G asks students to fill
the need voiced by many student
groups in a survey conducted in
1994.
In that survey, student organizations said their greatest need was
space in which to conduct their business. Funds from Measure G would
provide the space.
According to the measure’s proponents, building the offices into the
child care facility would save money
since the only added expense would
be that of adding an extra floor.
Originally, the Student Union
was slated to have a fourth floor
added for student organization
offices, but the additional floor was
never built.
This measure, according to A.S.
l’resident Jerry Simmons, would
finally make sure the student groups
like the Women’s Resource Center
have adequate space in which to conduct business.
If both fee measures pass this
week, student fees paid to the
Associated Students would increase
from $81 per semester to $93.

Elections after Spring Break if measure passes
By Jim I:tamales
Spartan Daily Stall

to prepare for the
election, but will
also give studeni
government moo:
time to analyze proposed measures
and initiatives.
Currently, candidates for executive
officers must have attended SJSU for
at least two of the preceding three
semesters before the first day of
October following the elections,
arrording to the A.S. Constitution.
If Measure J passes, those qualifications will change. The measure
wools eliminate the residency requirement and proposes that all officers
who are undergraduate students shall
maintain at least six units of credit,

I

too off
urchase of any wrap

and all graduate
students
shall
maintain at least
three units of
credit at the time of elections and
during the entire tenure of office.
’Fins proposed change in executive
officer qualifications was developed by
the A.S. in order to align its regulations
with that of the Chancellor’s Office
and its regulations, Barnett said.
Another proposed change to the
election process that will made by
Measure J is that of special elections
made through student petitions.
Currently, if a petition fulfills the
requirements to be voted upon, an
election must be held within 15

Measure J

Political parties could be the wave of the future
By Senn Coffey
Spartan Dm Stlaff WI it,

pay the $17.50 transit fee, that is not
going to change."
Alba is looking into other alternatives if the measure does not pass,
such as possibly buying a fleet of
buses or selling bus passes at a discounted rate.
Nomi Tsafnat, an aviation major,
said, "It is possible that if this measure does not pass, it is going to
make parking worse. I get here at
7:30 a.m. because school parking is
already a problem. I am paying for
something I don’t use. The transit
fee should be optional, just like the
parking permit."

Measure I

Five officer slots
would be slashed
By Kim Skolnick
Spartan Iktily Staff Wrifer

Institutional Research found that
during the fall 1993 and spring 1994
semesters, only 10 percent of students were using public transit. To
measure growth, a third survey was
taken in the fall 1996 semester
which showed 21.4 percent were
using county transit.
"If Measure F passes, it is a good
deal and would be more beneficial
than paying $80 dollars for parking," biology major Reza Ehsanian
said. "If it didn’t, I would probably
be late or skip some of my classes.
My classes are early and it is really
congested in the morning."
Alba said: "If the measure does
not pass, students will still have to

Student
clubs in
line for
offices

carry highly qualified people to onne
who might otherwise lose out due to
lack tit popularity.
Chaver said lir was concerned
about the possibility that less conipe
tem mdtviduals could ride on Inss itt
01 .1 p011111at slate leader if
Measure K is passed Simmons
admitted that this is possible, but SAKI
MeAsilIT K mould benefit unpopular
but highly qualified ,andulates "It
t an work both ways " Simmons said
If Measure K is passed, Simmons
said it will not affect this year’s elections.

Aim Open To

Helping An
Couple Bring A CHM
Into This World?
Families of all backgrounds and
nationalities need your help

Family Fertility Center
Donate Eggs, private and confidential,
$3,000 stiperid
plus paid egg donation related expenses.
SPECIAL NEED:
ASIAN DONORS

Call Christina today at
(6886)
I8009390VUM
(510) 210.9745

"You can talk to a
friend about a green
bean problem, but
... can you talk
about a drinking
problem?"

/0"%tore

61Ib’

Present coupon when ordering
One coupon per customer
Not valid with any other offer.
Expires: March 25, 1997

school days from when the petition is
received by the A.S. election board.
Measure J would consolidate an additional day of election to be held in the
third week of November of each year.
According to A.S. President Jerry
Simmons, these special elections
through petition usually have poor
voter turnout and can cost up to
$10,000 per election.
In order to consolidate which initiatives will be put on an election ballot,
Measure J proposes that the A.S. Board
of Directors may, by majority vote,
adopt the provisions of an initiative
without a student body vote, except for
bylaw amendments and fee initiatives
to increase or decrease student fees.

Sponsored by PEP-Center
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